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1. A functional group is part of a larger molecule; it is composed of an atom or 

group of atoms that have a characteristic chemical behavior. How many compound 

types of functional groups are you aware of? 

2. What does the following skeletal structure illustrate? A straight or a branched-

chain?  

BUTANE  ISOBUTANE 

3. How would you define a straight and a branched chain? 

4. Define Conformation. 

5. Look at the following diagram and say whether the isomers above are 

constitutional or conformational isomers. 

 
6. What types of conformations are you aware of? 

7. The language of Conformation. Match the terms with their definition: 

Puckered, Ring strain, Gauche, Chair, Boat, Ring flipping, Eclipsed, Staggered, 

Anti, Torsional angle: 
 

a. A non-planar geometry of a cyclic structure.  
b. The process by which a ring changes it's conformation. 

 
c. Description given to two substitutents attached to adjacent atoms when their bonds are at 

180
o
 with respect to each other.   

 

http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-05.html#puckered
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-01.html#ring
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-04.html#gauche
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-06.html#chair
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-06.html#boat
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-06.html#ring-flipping
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-03.html#eclipsed
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-03.html#staggered
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-04.html#anti
http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-01.html#torsionalangle
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d. A high energy conformation where the bonds on adjacent atoms are aligned with each 

other.   
 

e. A low energy conformation where the bonds on adjacent atoms bisect each other, 

maximising the separation.   

f. Description given to two substitutents attached to adjacent atoms when their bonds are at 

60
o
 with respect to each other.  

g. The most stable conformation for cyclohexane.  

h. A high energy conformation of cyclohexane that occurs during ring flipping.  
i. Angle between C-X and C-Y bonds in a X-C-C-Y system when viewed along the C-C 
bond. Rotation about the C-C bond will change this torsional angle.  This is also known as a 
dihedral angle.  

 
j. The destabilisation of a cyclic structure compared to a related non-cyclic structure, mainly 
due to angle and torsional strain. This extra energy is released when the ring is broken. 

 

For more information visit: 

http://www.chem.ucalgary.ca/courses/350/Carey5th/Ch03/ch3-0-1.html 

8. Conformational isomers are normally best seen using Newman Projections. What 

conformations do they depict? Chair, boat gauche, eclipsed, anti? 
 

 
9. What determines the IUPAC nomenclature of branched-chain alkanes? 

 
_______PREFIX______ ______PARENT_______ ______SUFFIX____ 
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10. What is the IUPAC name of this alkane? 

 
 

 

11. The arrangement of a chemical compound can be represented in different 

ways. (Sawhorse representation, wedge-dashed, Newman projection (staggered or 

eclipsed conformation)   Can you identify which one is illustrated in each case?  

A . 

B.  

C.  

 

12. Define Sawhorse and Newman projection denoting their differences. 

13. Look at the arrangement of the staggered and eclipsed conformation of ethane 

(in the text) and define each, focusing on their differences. 

14. A skeletal structure is a shorthand way of drawing structures that show only 

bonds, not atoms. 

        Can you describe the rules for drawing a skeletal structure?  

15.  

16. Cyclo-alkanes are represented by polygons in skeletal drawings. Can you list 

them? 

17.  Which one is puckered into three-dimensional arrangement called chair 

conformation? 

18. The chair conformation of cyclohexane leads to many consequences. One is 

that there are two kinds of positions for hydrogens on the ring. Look at the 

following figure. Which are they? 
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  11.   Explain how axial bonds are different form equatorial bonds. 

 

Vocabulary:                                                                   

Functional 

group 

Λ δ κυλΰδεά 

κηΪ α 

formula (Μκλδαεσμ) τπκμ 

Reactivity Αθ δ λα δεσ β α Boat 

conformation 

δαησλφω βΝ
ζκυ άλα 

Formula  ηκλδαεσμΝ τπκμ Axial bond ΑικθδεσμΝ ησμ 
inert Α λαθάμΝ Equatorial bond Ι βη λδθσμΝ ησμ 
Straight-chain υγ έαμΝαζυ έ αμ Axial substituent ΑικθδεσμΝ

υπκεα α Ϊ βμ 
Branched-chain δαεζα δ ηΫθβΝ

αζυ έ αμ 
Newman 

projections 

ΠλκίκζΫμΝ
Νδκτηαθ 

nomenclature Οθκηα κζκΰέα Sawhorse 

representation 

ΠζαΰδκΰωθδαεάΝ
αθαπαλΪ α β 

Constitutional 

isomers 

Συθ αε δεΪΝ
δ κη λά 

cycloalkanes ευεζκαζεΪθδα 

Rotation Π λδ λκφά ring αε τζδκμ 
Axis Ϊικθαμ Disubstituted 

cycloalkanes 

δυπκεα βηΫθαΝ 
ΚυεζκαζεΪθδα 

conformation δαησλφω β Strain- free ΧωλέμΝ
παλαησλφω β 

Staggered 

conformation 

δαίαγηδ ηΫθβΝ
δαησλφω β 

 Ring flip Αθα λκφάΝ
αε υζέκυ 

Eclipsed 

conformation 

Καζυπ δεάΝ
δαησλφω β 

interconvert Αζζβζκη α λΫπω 

Chair 

conformation 

δαησλφω βΝ
αθαεζέθ λκυ 

Gauche 

conformation 

Π λδεζδθάμΝ
δαησλφ β 

12. Read the text and complete the gaps with the appropriate word. Not all the 

words are used. 

Propane  ethane   pentane  tetrahedral 

Carbon  succeeding  methane   degrees   

Paraffin  single   formula  saturated 

Sigma  double   surrounding  substituents 

nonane 

     

TheΝalkanesΝ(iέeέΝthe………………)ΝareΝtheΝsimplestΝhomologousΝseriesΝofΝorganicΝ
compoundsΝofΝhydrogenΝand…………,ΝwhereΝallΝatomsΝareΝlinkedΝby…………Ν
bonds.  
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TheΝgeneralΝ………………έforΝthe alkane series of hydrocarbons is CnH2n+2. The 

alkanesΝareΝsaidΝtoΝbeΝ………………έbecauseΝtheΝmaximumΝnumberΝofΝbondsΝareΝ
formed between each carbon atoms and its neighbouring carbon and hydrogen 

atomsέΝTheΝlackΝofΝanyΝmultipleΝbondsΝ(iέeέΝ……………έ-bonds or triple-bonds) in 

the alkanes explain the relative chemical inertness of this series of hydrocarbons.  

 

M……………  CH4   CH4  

E……………  C2H6   CH3CH3  

P……………  C3H8   CH3CH2CH3  

Butane  C4H10   CH3CH2CH2CH3  

Pentane C5H12   CH3CH2CH2CH2CH3  

Heptane C6H14  CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3  

Hexane  C7H16   CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3  

Octane  C8H18   CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3  

N……………  C9H20  

 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3 

D……………  C10H22 

 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3 

 

The shapes of the alkanes shows that all bonds on the carbon atoms are identical and 

thatΝtheΝbondΝanglesΝareΝcloseΝtoΝ1ίλ……………έέέΝThus,ΝeachΝcarbonΝatomΝisΝatΝtheΝ
center of a tetrahedral structure. All bonds between carbon atoms (i.e. C-C bonds), 

or between a carbon atom and hydrogen (i.e. C-HΝbonds),ΝareΝsΝbondsΝ(…………Ν
bonds).  

 
 

Alkanes Linear Structure 

TheΝalkaneΝwithΝtheΝsimplestΝstructureΝisΝmethane,ΝCH4έΝEachΝ…………………έΝ
member of the alkane series has a further methylene group, -CH2-, in the chain. The 

methane moleculeΝconsistsΝofΝaΝcentralΝcarbonΝatom,Ν………………έΝbyΝfourΝ
hydrogen atoms, with a ………………shape.  
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